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UNITY IS STRENGHT 

 

 

Incomparable style and cutting-edge technology featured by the new bonded fabrics by Carvico. 

Four fabrics sharing the same passion for life and extreme challenges which are versatile, 

comfortable, dynamic and very different: 

 

CORTINA  

Compact and delicate on the skin, it boasts a double personality: soft and warm on one side, 

thanks to its soft brushing which works as an efficient thermal insulation system, and waterproof 

and windproof on the other for defending the body from humidity and bad weather thanks to its 

exclusive membrane.  Ideal for the production of techno-jackets and outerwear garments.  

 

EVEREST  

An “energetic” fabric which offers absolute comfort and a perfect fit. Similarly to Everest it has got 

two different “faces”: soft, warm and brushed on one side, waterproof on the other. Also in this 

case, the fabric offers an efficient protection against wind thanks to the inner membrane. Ideal for 

the production of techno-jackets to be worn to face even the harshest weather conditions.    

 

TOKYO  

Trendy and compact, Tokyo embraces the body and perfectly fits the silhouette ensuring maximum 

comfort and freedom of movement.  It is ideal for the creation of lightweight, high performance and 

stylish jackets.  
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DUBAI  

It is an innovative fabric with an exclusive scuba effect. The latest addition to the family, it boasts a 

contemporary and stylish look, perfect for extreme sports. But it also ensures comfort, a perfect fit 

and duration.   

Indestructible, like all bonded fabrics by Carvico.   

 

 

CORTINA 

Composition: 82% PA - 18% EA (XTRA LIFE LYCRA®) | mid layer: 100% polyurethane membrane 

Width: 147 cm    

Weight: 350 g/m2 

 

EVEREST 

Composition: 85% PA - 15% EA (LYCRA® XTRA LIFETM) | mid layer: 100% polyurethane 

Width: 147 cm    

Weight: 410 g/m2 

 

TOKYO 

Composition: 85% PA (MICRO) - 15% EA  

Width: 145 cm    

Weight: 245 g/m2 

 

DUBAI 

Composition: 78% PA (RECYCLED) - 22% EA (LYCRA® XTRA LIFETM) 

Width: 145 cm    

Weight: 395 g/m2 
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CYCLING WITH VITA 

 

 

A bicycle is much more than a frame, a chain, two wheels, two pedals, a handlebar and a seat. 

There is much more to it than its mechanical components, its technological content and the latest 

and trendiest style. There is a world made of passion, sacrifice, strength, sweat, teamwork and 

individual talent. There is the life of an historical sport telling about unforgettable moments lived, 

during competitions held al lover the world, by a bunch of unforgettable athletes sharing the same 

passion felt by thousands of amateurs who every day ride their bicycles along country roads or zip 

through the frantic traffic of big cities. Each race, travel or quite ride is a story on its own. And that 

is why Carvico has named this new fabric, ideal for cycling techno garments, “VITA” ( the Italian 

word for “LIFE” ). 

When it comes to cycling at your best, physically, emotionally and technically speaking, the 

garments you wear are quite crucial.  

Only items made with last generation fabrics can make you feel comfortable and properly protected 

from the sun which warms your back up while facing a challenging ascent or slope, and ensure the 

right support to your muscles which are working to achieve the best possible performance! 

And VITA by Carvico SpA always stands out among all competitors:  it is one of its kind for many 

reasons. 

First of all, like all cyclists, VITA is eco-friendly: it is made of 78% Econyl® Polyamide, derived from 

100% recycled material. In addition to this, it has been awarded several certifications for its techno-

features such as the LYCRA® SPORT certificate by Invista, obtained due to its perfect mix of 

muscular compression and extraordinary comfort.  
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Indeed, VITA featuring LYCRA® SPORT is four times more efficient, in terms of muscular 

compression, than its standard competitors, it reduces vibrations and thus decreases energy loss 

and the production of lactic acid consequently boosting a faster energy recovery.  

This is also achieved thanks to the use of  XTRA LIFE LYCRA®, which makes VITA ideal for the 

creation of garments designed to last longer even in case of intense sport activity, and to put 

together perfect fit, freedom of movement, breathability, resistance to pilling and abrasions and a 

high UV protection factor (UPF 50+). 

Furthermore, VITA is 20% thinner than classic charmeuse fabrics, extremely smooth and soft 

thanks to the use of multi-filament polyamide and allows the creation of extra-comfortable 

garments.  

 “We wanted to win this challenge and we made it. After creating Malaga our aim was to push it 

even further, producing a better fabric, ensuring extraordinary performance” – said Stefano Eretti – 

Carvico’s General Manager.  

Carvico’s R&D team spent months researching into high-quality raw materials and working to 

redefine and optimize its production process to create VITA, the fabric of the future. 

VITA boasts a huge color card, with a selection of shades ranging from the most classic to the 

trendiest ones. Carvico has also presented a polyester version of this fabric: VITA PL, perfect for 

printing and also available in several neon shades boasting excellent color fastness values. 

 

 

 

VITA  

Composition: 78% PA (recycled) - 22% EA  

Width: 150 cm   

Weight: 190 g/m2 

 

VITA PL  

Composition: 78% PL (recycled)  -22% EA  

Width: 150 cm   

Weight: 190 g/m2 
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RENEW, THE SPORTY SIDE OF SUSTAINABILITY 

 

 

This incomparable family of fabrics by JL becomes even more outstading thanks to the addition of 

two new members: Renew Cult and Renew Style. 

Jersey Lomellina has been applying sustainable company policies for years now. We are talking 

about a choice driven by a deep social awareness which translates into a sustainable supply chain 

and production process using recycled raw materials and based on a waste reduction policy which 

have given life to the Renew family: Prime, Light, Cult and Style. 

Their peculiarity lies indeed in the fact that they are made of ECONYL®, a 100% regenerated 

polyamide yarn made of recycled material and that they offer, at the same time, all the techno-

features characterizing the best sportswear fabrics. 

Renew Prime is the most dynamic and sporty member of the family. It was designed to ensure high 

elasticity and shape recovery power so to enhance sport performance while ensuring maximum 

comfort  – its hand feel is soft and pleasant on the skin – and freedom of movement. That is why it 

was awarded the LYCRA® SPORT certificate, and it can ensure the correct muscular compression 

so to reduce vibrations, support movements and reduce muscle strain. 

Garments shape retention power is ensured even after a long time and many washes, moreover, 

they derive from the fabric their breathability and moisture wicking properties, their fast drying 

properties, their UV protection factor (UPF 50+) and, finally, their resistance to pilling and 
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abrasions. Renew Prime is therefore the most suitable fabric  for sports, even the most extreme 

ones. 

The very same features also characterize Renew Light whose softness and comfort remain 

unequalled. Fitting the body like a second skin, Renew Light is truly light and thin, it is gets dry in a 

really short time and ensures a good shape retention.  

It was designed for granting extreme comfort and is ideal for the creation of functional, light and 

easy-to-carry items for outdoor sport activities, but not only.  

And then there are the new arrivals to the family. 

Renew STYLE, similar to Renew Light ma ultra-matt, ultra-light but ensuring a gentle compression 

without constraining the body.  

And Renew Cult, compact, non see-through, hyper-stretch and offering a perfect to follow your 

body every move. A reliable team mate you can count on.  

 

RENEW PRIME 

Composition: 65% PA - 35% EA  

Width: 150 cm    

Weight: 190 g/m2 

 

RENEW LIGHT  

Composition: 88% PA - 12% EA  

Width: 155 cm    

Weight: 130 g/m2 

 

RENEW CULT 

Composition: 82% PA - 18% EA  

Width: 160 cm    

Weight: 170 g/m2 

 

RENEW STYLE 

Composition: 90% PA - 10% EA  

Width: 150 cm    

Weight: 145 g/m2 
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FUNKY AND FUNKY BRUSHED BY JERSEY LOMELLINA: 

OUTDOOR HAS NEVER BEEN SO GLAMOROUS 

 

 

 

Featuring a really contemporary  texture with an exclusive snow crash effect, Funky by JL, ensures 

perfect fit, comfort and outstanding performances with an extra touch of elegance. 

Having been awarded the prestigious LYCRA® SPORT certificate  by Invista, this fabric is perfect 

for sportswear items expected to offer correct muscular compression and no constraints.  

Soft, warm, and with a natural hand-feel, it is also compact and breathable. 

Available also in a brushed version, Funky is every athlete’s ideal partner all over the year.  Its soft 

brushing is especially pleasant to wear in direct contact with the skin.  

 

 

FUNKY 

Composition: 88% PA - 12% EA  

Width: 155 cm    

Weight: 265 g/m2 

 

FUNKY GARZATO 

Composition: 88% PA - 12% EA  

Width: 155 cm    

Weight: 245 g/m2 
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SPORT & TRENDINESS: HEATHER FABRICS BY JERSEY LOMELLINA 

 

 

 

Jersey Lomellina presents a new, innovative project named JL DREAM FIT project, a really trendy 

concept matching the current trend of interpreting fitness and beachwear like one thing, strongly 

oriented to  lifestyle. 

JL Dream Fit includes a wide range of high end fabrics, blending style and performance, ideal to be 

worn when making yoga and fitness sessions, but also during your free time, to feel comfortable 

and elegant no matter where you are! 

Jersey Lomellina took on the challenge of creating a set of extraordinary fabrics, syle-wise and 

performance-wise, which could offer the correct muscular compression, high stretch and kick-back 

so to ensure freedom of movement and high performance. 

We are talking about: 

Favola, Festa, Fantasia: soft, comfortable, fresh and breathable heather fabrics. Available in 

several colors, they are ideal for the creation of young and trendy garments.  

Spicy: a peculiar fabric featuring an unmistakable marble effect for an extremely modern look.  

 

 

Soft and delicate, Favola, Fantasia, Festa and Spicy are particularly pleasant when worn as a base 

layer, in direct contact with the skin. Their innovative construction and the properties of the raw 

materials used make them also moisture wicking: sweat is transferred to the outside of the 

garment leaving your skin fresh and dry and preventing bacteria from spreading. They are  
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therefore ideal for the creation of t-shirts to be used for dancing and fitness, running and cycling; 

furthermore, they are suitable for outerwear and fashion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FAVOLA 

Composition: 42% PA - 42% PL - 16% EA  

Width: 150 cm    

Weight: 115 g/m2 

 

FANTASIA 

Composition: 86% PA - 14% EA  

Width: 150 cm    

Weight: 110 g/m2 

 

FESTA 

Composition: 60% PL - 29%PA - 11% EA  

Width: 150 cm    

Weight: 115 g/m2 

 

SPICY 

Composition: 91% PA - 9% EA  

Width: 150 cm    

Weight: 195 g/m2 
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PRACTISING SPORT HAS NEVER BEEN SO COOL BEFORE! 

 

 

Carvico presents his heather fabrics for sportswear : the “CHINÉ” family. 

Three brothers: one with a  more classic look, one with a rock soul and one sweet and soft.  

These are the three members of the  “Chiné” family by Carvico which are meant to revolutionize 

the heather effect in a “vintage sportswear” version with a  hint to the future given by the exclusive 

techno-features of  Chiné, Chiné Rock and Chiné Soft. 

We are talking about three warp knitted fabrics which are soft, high-performance, versatile and 

comfort to be the perfect partners for activewear, fitness and outerwear, under any circumstances.  

Chiné features a delicate hand feel and ensures maximum comfort and a perfect fit. Ideal for the 

creation of leggings and tops for fitness and yoga, it can also be suitable for competition swimwear 

items with amazing techno-performance but with an extra touch of creativity. Certified XTRA 

LIFETM LYCRA®, Chiné is  5 times more resistant to chlorine, sun tan creams and oils than 

standard elastomeric fabrics.  

Chiné Soft is the lightest member of the family and boasts a thin but compact brushing ( the 

different weights and characteristics of the brushing are meant to satisfy the requirements of 

different athletes). Extremely delicate on the skin, it is comfortable and perfectly fitting, ideal to be 

worn for practising sport in spring and fall.  

Moreover, Chiné Soft has been awarded the prestigious LYCRA® SPORT certificate, guaranteeing 

the fact that it offers the ideal muscular compression without constraints.  
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Chiné Rock features a thicker brushing to better suit winter sports and offer a better insulation 

from cold while, at the same time, allowing sweat and moisture to evaporate and keeping body 

temperature steady. Its brushing is anyway soft and compact and therefore really pleasant to wear 

in contact with the skin. 

Chiné Rock follows your movements and is extremely comfortable, thus being ideal for the creation 

of fitness and outerwear items.  

 

 

 

 

CHINE’ 

Composition: 87% PA - 13% EA (LYCRA® XTRA LIFETM) 

Width: 150 cm    

Weight: 200 g/m2 

 

CHINE’ SOFT 

Composition: 87% PA - 13% EA (LYCRA® XTRA LIFETM) 

Width: 150 cm    

Weight: 190 g/m2 

 

CHINE’ ROCK 

Composition: 90% PA - 10% EA (LYCRA® XTRA LIFETM) 

Width: 150 cm    

Weight: 225 g/m2 
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